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Founded in 1937 to bring electricity to the
rural communities of the Alabama Gulf
Coast, Baldwin EMC has grown into the
largest electric cooperative in the state. We
currently serve more than 78,000 meters
across 4,600 miles of line in Baldwin and
Monroe counties.
Our service territory, just like our
membership, is diverse. Baldwin EMC’s
power lines run though the rural
timberland of north Baldwin County, all the
way down to the bustling beaches of Gulf
Shores and Orange Beach.
Baldwin EMC is a democratically controlled
organization, governed by a memberelected board of seven trustees who live in
the areas they represent. Nearly 200 local
men and women make up the team that
keeps the co-op running, from answering
member phone calls to maintaining power
lines and everything in between.
Although we’ve experienced a high
rate of growth, we’re still a small-town
organization. We believe in doing all that
we can to help our community thrive. Our
mission is to be safe, member-focused,
efficient and community involved. We
strive to provide electricity that’s both
affordable and dependable for our
members.

/// WHO WE ARE
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ADDING VALUE /// From Your Baldwin EMC Board President
Cooperatives are guided by a set of
seven principles, which date back
to the founding of the first modern
cooperative in Rochdale, England in
1844. Adhering to these principles
helps us stay true to our identity, put
our members first and add value to the
people and communities we serve.
“Adding value” was something we
devoted a lot of time and energy to last
year. While Baldwin EMC’s primary
purpose is to provide safe and reliable
electricity, our vision calls for us to go
beyond that. Cooperatives, by their very
nature, don’t believe in complacency.
We believe in helping our communities
to grow and thrive, and in order to do
so, we must continually grow and thrive
as well.
Perhaps the one cooperative principle
that’s most applicable to the idea
of adding value is number five:
education, training and information.
As the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association explains,
“education and training for members,
elected representatives (directors/
trustees), CEOs, and employees help
them effectively contribute to the
development of their cooperatives.” I’m
proud to report that last year, Baldwin
EMC employees spent 11,914 hours of
training, for an average of about 61.73
hours per employee. This included
everything from job safety training, to
personal development and lifesaving
skills like first-aid and CPR.
Baldwin EMC’s employees aren’t the
only ones who invest in continuous
learning. The seven of us who serve
on your board of trustees also made
a commitment to ongoing education.
We participated in many hours of
workshops, seminars and classes
that helped us stay abreast of the
latest impacts on our industry, better
understand our duties and liabilities

as trustees, and fine-tune our strategic
planning skills among other topics.
So why the investment? Our industry
is constantly changing, and so is our
relationship with the members we serve.
Without an educated and connected
workforce and leadership, we would
not be able to successfully navigate
these changes and challenges. Beyond
that, a co-op that commits to training
and development gives its employees
and leadership all the skills needed
to perform their jobs successfully.
Being competent and fulfilled in their
work helps employees stay happy and
engaged, which in turn, improves the
quality of service they provide our
members.
Cooperative principle number 5 also
calls for education and information
for members, and this is something
Baldwin EMC believes in wholeheartedly. This annual report, with its
charts, statistics, financials and recaps
of the year, is proof of that. So are all
our publications, such as the Alabama
Living magazine, and our digital
presence, like our social media channels
and our website.
I encourage you to do your part to stay
informed and educated about what’s
happening at your cooperative and the
ways we’re working to add value to
your life and our community. Reading
this annual report is a good way to start,
and you can also plug into our other
communication outlets for even more
information. They’re here for you, just
like we are.

Peggy Vanover Barnes
Baldwin EMC
Board President

SEVEN COOPERATIVE PRINCIPLES ///

1.

VOLUNTARY &
OPEN MEMBERSHIP

2.

DEMOCRATIC
MEMBER CONTROL

3.

MEMBERS’ ECONOMIC
PARTICIPATION

4.

AUTONOMY AND
INDEPENDENCE

5.

EDUCATION, TRAINING
AND INFORMATION

6.

COOPERATION AMONG
COOPERATIVES

7.

CONCERN FOR
COMMUNITY
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BEING A RESOURCE /// From Your Baldwin EMC CEO
Eighty-two years ago, when Baldwin
EMC was first established, you could
change people’s lives just by bringing
electricity to their homes. For families
who had only lived with coal oil lamps,
pulling a string to illuminate a light
bulb for the first time must have felt like
a miracle.
Today, only a handful of people who
can remember a time before electricity
are still with us. The vast majority of our
members have never known life without
a light switch. In fact, today many take
electricity for granted; it’s a part of life
that’s as normal as the air we breathe.
Impacting the lives of our members
today requires us to do more. Adding
value has to go beyond just keeping
your electricity flowing (although we’re
pretty sure everyone would agree that’s
pretty important).
That’s why we try to be a resource of
value for you. After all, every time you
pay your power bill, you’re investing
dollars into your cooperative. Those
dollars become a resource for us to keep
our doors open.
Education and information. Through
publications like the Alabama Living
magazine, our monthly bill inserts,
and digital initiatives like our website
and social media channels, in 2018
we provided countless amounts of
information to help our members and
community stay safe, save money and
be engaged in what’s happening at their
cooperative.
Youth programs. We’re not only
committed to serving our current
members, we put time and effort into
preparing our future members to be
well-informed decision makers as
well. All throughout 2018, you could
find Baldwin EMC representatives
conducting kid-friendly electrical safety
demonstrations, chaperoning high
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schoolers on a trip to our state capital,
talking to college students at career fairs,
and presenting college scholarships and
grants to local teachers.
Community service. In 2018, our
employees devoted many hours of
service to local agencies that help those
who need it most in our community.
Last year, our employees used
community service leave hours to assist
agencies such as Prodisee Pantry, the
Gulf Shores and Orange Beach Sports
Commission, Ecumenical Ministries,
Inc., RIDE YELLOW and The Baldwin
Council on Aging among several others.
Organizations like these keep our
community’s heart beating, and we’re
proud to roll up our sleeves and play a
part in their mission.
Mutual Aid. Last year, we were
also able to serve as a resource to
cooperatives in other parts of the
country, following the effects of major
natural disasters like Hurricane Michael.
We go the extra mile, literally, to honor
these mutual aid agreements so that one
day if the tables turn and we have to put
out the call for help, other co-ops will be
eager to come to our assistance.
These are just a few of the highlights
from last year, and I’m happy to say that
all these efforts are ongoing. I encourage
you to continue reading the pages of
this annual report to learn more about
how Baldwin EMC brings value to
your life. And I encourage you to take
pride in your cooperative membership,
because everything we do, you do.
You’re a part of us, and your
membership is a valued asset.

Karen Moore
Baldwin EMC
Chief Executive Officer

Impacting the lives of our members today requires
us to do more. Adding value has to go beyond just
keeping your electricity flowing.
Karen Moore, Baldwin EMC Chief Executive Officer
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Our Values At Work
Three years ago, our employees worked together to choose a set of five
core values, which were identified as guideposts for our operations.
Those values are: Safety, Teamwork, Integrity, Leadership and Empathy.
In 2018, we took many steps to ensure those values were evident in the
service we provided to you on a daily basis.

/// SAFETY
In 2018, the Rural Electric Safety
Achievement Program, or RESAP, a
national safety program that promotes
high standards of safety among electric
cooperatives, worked with Baldwin
EMC to evaluate and make recommendations to our safety program. They
made many positive observations about
our commitment to safety, including
our employees’ willingness to “stop the
job” if they notice any safety hazard.
Our participation in RESAP also saved
us more than $16,000 in insurance costs
in 2018.
In 2018, our management and employees each signed a pledge to commit
to “zero contacts and unsafe acts,” a
promise to not ignore any hazardous
conditions or excuse any actions that
could lead to an accident or injury.
Baldwin EMC also reached a safety
milestone. In November, we celebrated one year with no accidents resulting
in lost time. This was quite the accomplishment, considering that data from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics placed
electric line work among the top 20
most dangerous careers in the United
States last year.
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/// TEAMWORK
Many hands made light work, or
should we say “made the lights come
on” in 2018. Nearly 200 men and
women worked as a team to provide
members with the reliable electrical
service they’ve come to expect from
Baldwin EMC. More than one third of
these employees have been part of the
team since the year 2000 or earlier.
In 2018, Baldwin EMC faced one of
the most destructive events to hit our
distribution system, when a lightning
strike led to a fire in our Rosinton
substation. The resulting damage
temporarily left nearly 1,500 homes
without power and a substation that
had to be almost completely rebuilt.
Area Superintendent Jimmy Hardy
said at the time “in my 40-year
tenure here, I’ve never seen anything
quite like this.” The reconstruction
process was a true demonstration
of
teamwork
between
multiple
departments, including safety and loss
control, system communications and
engineering, along with line crews from
our headquarters and district offices.
Thanks to their collaboration with
PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, the
substation was back up and running in
less than a month.

/// INTEGRITY
Integrity can be thought of as the act of
doing what’s right, all the time, every
time. As part of our annual member
survey in 2018, we asked our members
a question: do you trust Baldwin EMC
to do the right thing? The answer:
yes. Of all the members surveyed, 96
percent felt Baldwin EMC could be
trusted. Another question asked about
Baldwin EMC’s rating for being a good
community leader. The vast majority of
respondents ranked us as above average
and as one of the best companies in the
area in 2018.
The member satisfaction survey is not
the only place where Baldwin EMC’s
received high marks, thanks to our
commitment to integrity, accountability
and transparency. In 2018, we received
a score of 91 for the American Customer
Satisfaction Index, which asked
members how close we come to the
ideal utility company, and would they
choose us again if they could, among
other questions.
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/// EMPATHY
• 3 50 pints of blood /
1,050 lives saved
• Grant funds for 45 teachers
and school faculty members
• Hundreds of pounds of
non-perishable food
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These are just a few of the ways Baldwin
EMC, our employees, members and
community worked together to show
our heart. Practicing empathy comes
naturally to us because of the very
nature of our business model. We were
created for a purpose, not a profit,
and that purpose is to help make life
a little bit better for the people we
serve. Concern for Community is also
one of the seven principles that guide
cooperatives, so our love for our
community is embedded deep into our
identity.

/// LEADERSHIP
Serving electricity for more than 76,000
meters in 2018 was a big way to meet a
vital need in our community. However,
Baldwin EMC has always been
committed to doing more to ensure that
we’re all moving forward in a positive
direction.
Many of the training initiatives that we
conduct for our employees are dedicated
to improving their leadership skills and
empowering them to take on influential
roles at the co-op and in their community.
Here are just some of the community
organizations in which Baldwin EMC’s
employees are stepping up to the
leadership plate by serving on boards or
committees:

We also work closely with our local
elected officials to promote legislative
actions that are in the best interest
of the co-op and our members. Our
employees also team up with the Action
Committee for Rural Electrification
(ACRE®), the federal Political Action
Committee (PAC) of the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association. More
than 200 Baldwin EMC employees and
members of their families are currently
ACRE members.

• United Way of Baldwin County
• South Baldwin Chamber
Foundation
• Baldwin County Economic
Development Alliance
• Central Baldwin Chamber of
Commerce
• Thomas Hospital Foundation
11

(PICTURED ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT)

Aubury Fuller, District 3
Peggy Vanover Barnes, President - District 6
Robert Kaiser, District 5
Chad Grace, District 1

Joe Coleman, District 2
Tommie Werneth, Vice President - District 4
Jimmy LaFoy, Secretary/Treasurer - District 7

Cooperatives, by their very nature, don’t believe in
complacency. We believe in helping our communities
to grow and thrive, and in order to do so, we must
continually grow and thrive as well.
Peggy Vanover Barnes, Baldwin EMC Board President
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2018 BY THE NUMBERS ///

35

new hires (full-time
employees and student
hires)

411,832

hours worked without
an accident resulting in
lost time

$319,089
70 men/45 days
2,170
348
$1,640,274
17,000

in grants distributed by the
Baldwin County Electric
Membership Charitable
Foundation
committed to mutual
aid assistance following
major storms
new meters added
poles changed out
in cost savings made
possible by automated
metering
member votes
(approximate) in trustee
elections
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January

February

Baldwin EMC celebrates Member
Appreciation Week, with giveaways
and special appearances by “LED
Lucy” throughout Baldwin County.

Baldwin EMC completes the payment
of approximately $3 million in
taxes to the cities, towns and police
jurisdictions within its service area.

March
Baldwin EMC employees volunteer to
assist 150 U.S. military vets cycling from
Tallahassee to New Orleans as part of the
Project Hero organization.
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/// 2018 HIGHLIGHTS

April

May

Local blood donors save as
many as 225 lives by giving
blood during Baldwin EMC’s
Spring Into Action events held
at the co-op’s Orange Beach
and Bay Minette offices.

The Rosinton substation is re-energized
following weeks of repair work due to a
massive fire and heavy structural damage at
the location.

June
14

Three Baldwin EMC employees, Kevin Dorman, Louis Ruffin
and Jody Taylor, are honored with the Energy Institute of
Alabama’s (EIA) Outstanding Service Award for their heroic
efforts to provide an emergency generator to Florida resident
Carol Grozier following Hurricane Irma.

July

Baldwin EMC’s Charitable Foundation awards scholarships to 16
local students to help them pursue their college degrees.

August

September

Baldwin EMC collaborates with the
Alabama Rural Electric Association
(AREA) to present the Alabama Media
Excellence Award to Gulf Coast Media,
publisher for Baldwin County’s local
newspapers.

Baldwin EMC faces widespread
outages across the co-op’s
service territory due to
Tropical Storm Gordon.

In my 40-year tenure
here, I’ve never seen
anything like this.
Area Superintendent
Jimmy Hardy, on
the Rosinton
substation fire.

October

Approximately 40 Baldwin EMC employees travel to help
cooperatives in southeast Alabama, Georgia and Florida
following the devastating effects of Hurricane Michael.

November

December

Forty-five teachers and school faculty
members receive Star Light Award
grants from the Baldwin County Electric
Membership Charitable Foundation.

Baldwin EMC’s participation
in WKRG’s Magical Christmas
Toy Drive totals more than
1,200 toys donated for
underprivileged kids.
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Thank you Baldwin EMC for using the ‘power of
heart’ to feed our neighbors in need.
Deann Servos, Prodisee Pantry
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THE VALUE OF YOUR DOLLAR ///
CHARITABLE INVESTMENT
In 2018, you fed countless families who
struggled to provide meals for their
children. You helped local teenagers
pursue a college education. You provided
resources for dozens of nonprofit health
and human service agencies all over
Baldwin County.
And you did all of it with just six dollars.
Six dollars is the average yearly member
contribution to Operation Round Up. It
doesn’t sound like much, but when it’s
multiplied by the thousands of members
who participated in the program last year,
it makes a big difference.

In 2018, member contributions to
Operation Round Up totaled $367,812.
Those funds were distributed to our
local community to meet needs in
the categories of food, shelter, health,
clothing, education and the environment.
Operation Round Up funds are placed
in the Baldwin Electric Membership
Foundation, a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
foundation directed by an appointed
group of leading community members
volunteering their time.
The current members of the foundation
board are: Mary Jean Barnhill, Pamela
Daniel, Cindy Haber, Oswalt Lipscomb,
Mary Lou McMillan, Scott Moeller,
Roberta Mullek, Janie Sawyer and
John Schell.

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
Baldwin EMC’s mission is to improve the
quality of life for the people we serve. We
do this first and foremost by providing
electricity. But we also believe in doing
more, giving you more reasons to take
pride in the community we call home.
Here are just a few of the programs and
events we partnered with in 2018 as part
of our investment in our local community:
• Shining Star Student of the Month
• Spring into Action Drive
• Rural Electric Cooperative Youth Tour
• Star Light Awards
• Empower Energy Education Workshop

• Career Fairs
• First Responder Day
• Read Across America
• Power of Giving Drive
In 2018, we also worked side by side with
the Economic Development Alliance,
all five Chambers of Commerce in
Baldwin County and multiple other
civic organizations that are helping our
community to grow and thrive.
The investment you make in this
cooperative every time you pay your
power bill makes that possible. That’s the
value of your co-op dollar, and the value
of your membership.

• Farm Safety Day
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ADDING VALUE ///
PLANT INVESTMENT
An organization’s “plant” can be thought
of as all the assets it owns to provide
products or services. Baldwin EMC’s
plant is contained in bucket trucks, power
poles, meters, powerlines, tools and the
other resources we use to keep power
flowing to our members.
Every year, we add to our electric plant
in order to keep up with the growth in
our service area. And growth for the
past decade has been unprecedented.
Between 2008 and 2018, we added more
than 9,000 new meters and increased the
amount of power we’re distributing by

202 million megawatt hours. To maintain
the reliability our members depend on,
the investments in our plant have to keep
up with our rate of growth. That’s why
in 2018, our plant additions totaled $18
million. Without that investment, we’d
be relying on very limited resources to
serve our members with safe, reliable and
affordable electricity.
Those dollars, made possible by your
investment in your cooperative, allow
us to make you a promise. We’ll be there
when you need us, today, tomorrow and
for many more years to come.
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KEEPING ELECTRICITY A GOOD VALUE ///
THE VALUE OF ELECTRICITY
In today’s economy, $5 won’t get you
much. Most of us can’t get a day’s worth
of meals for that amount, and probably
use more in gasoline with our daily
comings and goings.
But in 2018, just $5 was the average cost of
a day’s worth of electricity. That $5 heated
up your morning shower, powered your
coffee pot, cooked your breakfast, kept
you warm or cool and entertained your
family, among many other uses.
That cost has also remained mostly
steady over the past 10 years, unlike
many of the other commodities we
depend on, such as groceries and gas. Yet
our uses for electricity are more abundant
than ever, and the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) has the data to

prove it. In 2017, the EIA ranked Alabama
number 14 in the nation for energy
consumption per capita.
Imagine if the cost of electricity increased
every time we found a new use for it.
Luckily, that’s not the case, and keeping
electricity affordable continues to be a
major priority.
Baldwin EMC does not profit from
higher rates because we are a not-forprofit, member-owned organization. We
are in the business for the public good
rather than for the financial benefit of an
individual owner or stockholders. In fact,
when profits are made they are returned
to the members in the form of capital
credits.

ELECTRICITY
REMAINS
ELECTRICITY
REMAINS
A GOOD
VALUE
A GOOD
VALUE
The cost of powering your home rises slowly when compared to other

ELECTRICITY REMAINS
A GOOD VALUE

The cost of powering your home rises slowly when compared to other
common expenses.
Looking at
price increases
over the last
it’syears, it’s
common expenses.
Looking
at price increases
overfive
theyears,
last five
easy to see
electricity
remains aremains
good value!
easy
to see electricity
a good value!

Average Annual
Price
Increase
2013
- 2018
Average
Annual
Price
Increase
2013-2018
Average
Annual
Price Increase
2013-2018
Percent
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Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index
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KEEPING ELECTRICITY A GOOD VALUE ///
HOW YOUR DOLLAR WAS
SPENT IN 2018
When you invested your hard-earned
dollars into Baldwin EMC last year, you
trusted us to be good stewards of that
resource. You also expect the best possible
service in exchange for your investment.
Providing that service comes with costs,
but we’re committed to keeping those
costs affordable.

Here’s a look at the areas where
your dollar was spent in 2018:
• C
 ost of Purchased Power. This is our
largest expense, and accounts for more
than 64 percent of every dollar we
spend. We pool our resources with
other cooperatives in Alabama and
Florida to purchase our power rather
than generate it because of the high
costs associated with building and
maintaining power plants. It’s less
expensive to buy power from wholesale
power suppliers like PowerSouth
Energy Cooperative.
• O
 perations and Maintenance. This
portion of your dollar helps us maintain
our distribution system and covers our
operational costs, like line work, repair
and maintenance.
• D
 epreciation and taxes. Depreciation
is the term used to refer to the cost of
an asset over the span of several years.
Baldwin EMC also paid approximately
$3 million in taxes to the cities, towns
and police jurisdictions within our
service area.
• N
 et Margins. Even though Baldwin
EMC is a not-for-profit cooperative,
we do retain a small portion of the
margins we take in to provide a source
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of equity for Baldwin EMC. Whenever
possible, these margins are refunded to
members.
• A
 dministrative. Our administrative
costs account for less than 5 percent
of every dollar and cover areas like
employee benefits, our safety program
and building maintenance.
• A
 ccounting. The handling of your
account, everything from reading your
meter to processing your payments, is
covered by this portion.
• I nterest. Baldwin EMC participates in
a loan program from the Rural Utilities
Service (RUS) and other banks. This
percent of your bill is used to make
interest payments on those loans.
• M
 ember Services. This small percentage
of your bill makes it possible for us
to provide member services outside
of operations, such as educational
materials, including this annual report.

REMAINING /// 35.56%

OPERATIONS &
MAINTENANCE /// 9.45%
ACCOUNTING /// 3.26%
MEMBER
SERVICES /// 1.15%
ADMINISTRATIVE /// 4.72%
DEPRECIATION
& TAXES /// 8.51%
INTEREST /// 2.79%

COST OF POWER /// 64.44%

HOW YOUR DOLLAR WAS SPENT

NET MARGINS /// 5.68%
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KEEPING ELECTRICITY A GOOD VALUE ///

SAVING YOUR DOLLARS
Some of our costs, such as the price of the
fuels used to generate the electricity we
distribute, don’t allow us much control.
Fortunately, there are others that we can
affect through member programs and
other cost-saving initiatives, like the
following:
• P
 aperless billing. This program, which
allows members to receive their bills
by email and eliminates postage and
mailing costs, saved $110,000 in 2018.
• P
repay Power. In 2018, more than
3,500 members took advantage of our
Prepay Power program, which was
launched in 2013 to give members a
“pay as you go” option for their electric
use. Members love the convenience,
and we all love the savings, which
saves an average of approximately
$90,000 each year.
• E
 nergy efficiency programs. Sure, we
might be in the business of selling
electricity, but since we’re a not-forprofit organization, we’re happy to
work with you on ways to use less of it.
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That’s why we offer programs to help
members reduce their energy use, which
also lowers our costs by decreasing the
amount of power we have to purchase.
In 2018, members collaborated with us
through the Home Energy Loan Program,
Heat Pump Rebates and more energyefficiency initiatives.

2018 FINANCIAL REPORT ///
This is a condensed version of Baldwin EMC’s complete financial report. Any member who
wishes to review the full audit report may do so by contacting the chief executive officer.
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